
WHERE 
FERGUSON 

DISC PLOWS EXCEL 

For mixing heavy surface trash with 
topsoil to conserve soil and water 

For constructing and maintaining soil 
and moisture-conserving terraces 

For working heavy, sticky or wet 
soils that do not scour easily 

For plowing stony or root-
infested soils 

For penetrating hard-
packed soils 

ite  ANIL 
FERGUSON TRACTOR 

THE FERGUSON DISC PLOW 
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THE FERGUSON SYSTEM 
of Mechanized Farming 
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WHY ONE MAN PLOWS 

MORE ACRES ... IN LESS 

TIME WITH THE LIGHT-WEIGHT FERGUSON PLOW 

Third-disc conversion 

CONTROLLED PERFORMANCE 

Depth is easily regulated by finger tip and automatic draft 
control of the Ferguson System. The plow is also raised 
and lowered hydraulically. With the automatic, implement 
protection feature of the Ferguson System, you don't have 
to leave the tractor seat to clear hidden obstructions. 
Merely raise implement, clear the obstruction then go 
ahead with the plowing. Extra high and streamlined tubular 
steel beam clears heavy trash without clogging or dragging. 
The Ferguson Disc Plow, working through the converging 
lower tractor links, tends to follow directly behind the 
center of the front axle. This minimizes the tendency of 
the plow to "drift" when plowing on hillsides or terraces. 
Four-wheel stability of the Ferguson Tractor plus the floating 
furrow wheel on the plow effectively controls side draft. 

THREE-POINT, ONE-MINUTE ATTACHMENT 

No hand tools are required to attach the Ferguson Disc 

Plow to the Ferguson Tractor. Three-point, one-minute 

attachment of the Ferguson System is so easy that you can 

change over to other plows or implements and back again 

without cutting in on precious plowing time during busy 

seasons. When the plow is detached from the tractor, one 

man can easily place it in storage without extra help. Under 

the most extreme conditions, extra weight can be added to 

the tubular steel frame. For building terraces, a 20-inch 

furrow wheel in place of the regular wheel may be preferred 

to gain the extra penetration necessary for such work. In 

every respect the Ferguson Disc Plow meets the severest 

plowing conditions. 

ECONOMICAL THIRD-DISC CONVERSION INCREASES PLOWING CAPACITY BY ONE-THIRD 

You can take advantage of the far more power in the new 
Ferguson Tractor by converting the Ferguson Disc Plow 
to a three-disc unit, merely by adding third-blade assembly 
to rear end of basic plow. Conversion is accomplished in 
30 minutes or less. Increases your plowing capacity as 
much as one-third over the two-disc unit. The three-disc 
plow saves time, too, when building terraces, because it 

moves more dirt on every round. Conversion unit for 
earlier models comes equipped with blade, scraper and 
furrow wheel assembly. 

QUICK AND EASY ADJUSTMENTS WITH FERGUSON STANDARD BOLTS 

Blade Pitch—May be adjusted to 18° or to 

22° in relation to the vertical. Useful for 
controlling the degree of pulverization as 
the soil is thrown away from surface of 
plowing discs. 

Scraper Setting—To control optimum pul-
verization, the distance soil is thrown from 
plowing discs, the scrapers may be set in 
several pOsitions. 

Blade Bearings—A snug and free rolling fit 
is assured throughout the life of the plow 

with this quick and easy adjustment. Pres-
sure lubrication; tapered roller bearings 
sealed against dust and dirt. 

Furrow Wheel Bearing—Adjusted in same 
manner as blade bearings. Sealed against 
dirt and dust at factory. Requires no daily 
lubrication. 

Entire bolt assembly, including 
washer and nut, is cadmium 
or zinc plated for protection 
against corrosion. Fine threads 
assure easy adjustment to closer 
tolerances. Nut and bolt heads 
are hex-headed for easier field 
adjustment with standard Fer-
guson wrench. 

CD 

O Width of Cut—By changing the lead on 

furrow wheel, the cutting width of front 
blade is easily regulated to assure proper 
plowing performance under all conditions. 

THE FERGUSON DISC PLOW... for tdiohle sods 

With the Ferguson System, extra weight is not needed 
for good penetration . . . saves on fuel, too. 

Three-point, one-minute attachment requires no tools ... 
reduces "get-ready" time. 

Depth is easily regulated through finger tip and auto-
matic draft control of Ferguson System. 

No time wasted to unfreeze nuts or bolts when making 
adjustments in the field. 

Plow automatically trails around the curves or contour 
with steering of tractor. 

Automatic implement protection safeguards plow against 
breakage—saves time when clearing hidden obstructions 
in field. 

Trash rolls away from streamlined frame and beams. 

Plow is kept upright when not in use, or when attaching 
to Ferguson Tractor, by means of convenient stand. 

Plow raises clear of ground and is carried on tractor 
links for easy and fast transport. 

Easy to add weight when required for penetration under 
severe plowing conditions. 

Third-disc conversion may be added if greater plowing 
capacity is desired . . . and where soil conditions permit. 

Extra heavy-duty tapered roller bearings at all bearing 
points assure smooth operation under all plowing con-
ditions. 

Equipped with heat-treated, carbon steel blades. 

PRACTICAL FOR ANY FARM OR RANCH 

Any farm or ranch with a seedbed to prepare, has a practical 
use for this versatile Ferguson Disc Plow. Even where a 
moldboard plow is generally used, this quick-penetrating 
and lightweight disc plow can supplement it, profitably. 
Where weather conditions demand a surface mulch to con-
serve soil and moisture, the Ferguson Disc Plow effectively 
mixes topsoil with surface residues. For sticky bottom-land 
soils or stony, root-infested ground, this Ferguson System 
Implement can't be beat. It's practical for building terraces 
or for pulverizing the furrow slice in much the same manner 
as a moldboard plow. The basic Ferguson Disc Plow is a 
two-disc unit. If greater plowing capacity is desired, and 
soil conditions permit, a third disc can be attached in 
30 minutes or less. 

FLOATING FURROW WHEEL 

... A Ferguson Exclusive 

Effectively controls side draft through unusual de-

sign and functioning. Tilted furrow wheel con-

stantly operates at an angle to the furrow wall . . . 

regardless of depth or width of plowing . . . com-

pletely absorbing side-thrust of plow. Spring-

loaded axle assures fast penetration at headlands. 

Stays well down on furrow wall, to keep discs in 

alignment with the furrow when passing over 

roots, stones or other obstructions. Floating furrow 

wheel automatically follows the tractor's front 

wheels for accurate trailing around curves when 

contour plowing or when building terraces. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
SEE THE 

FERGQ'SON P/SCROW 
IN ACTION ON YOUR FARM 

See how versatile a Ferguson Disc Plow can 
be in the many plowing jobs it can do more 
profitably on your farm. Your Ferguson 
Dealer will be glad to arrange for a demon-
stration. 

Cutting width: 10 inches per blade. 

Penetration: Up to 12 inches. 

Adjustable scrapers: Standard equipment. 

Discs: Heat-treated, 3/is-inch  thick and 26 
inches in diameter. 1/4-inch discs are op-
tional. 

Weight: 540 pounds. For extreme condi- 

20-inch furrow wheel: For use in loose soils 
and in building terraces. Increases pene-
tration and provides greater surface area 
to offset side thrust in extra-deep plowing. 

Notched 26-inch discs: Ideal for increased cut-
ting effectiveness in extra-heavy trash or 
crop residue. 

tions, weight can be increased 75 to 150 
pounds by loading tubular beam. With 
third-disc conversion unit, plow weighs 
725 pounds. 

Lubrication: Main disc bearings, pressure-
lubricated. Furrow wheel bearing, pre-
lubricated at factory. 

Bearings: Heavy-duty, tapered roller bear-
ings where all wear occurs. 

Heavy-duty disc blades: Extra-thick carbon 
alloy steel blades give longer wear. Re- 
sistant to dulling action of stones and roots. 

Third-disc conversion: Increases plowing ca-
pacity of two-disc unit by as much as 
one-third. 

Harry Ferguson, Inc., reserves the right to change 
specifications without notice or obligation. 

EXTRA EQUIPMENT 

SALES 
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